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2021학년도 한성대학교 전기 편입학고사 문제

   Ⓐ 형 수  학  ․  영  어

  지원학부(과) (                  )   수험번호 (                  )   이  름  (              )

◉ 답안지에 필요한 인적사항을 표기한 후 

답안을 작성하시기 바랍니다.

◉ 답안지에 있는 <유의사항>을 잘 읽고 

그에 따라 답하시기 바랍니다. 

◉ 시험시간은 90분 입니다. 

  《문제유형: 객관식 4지 선다형》

1. 수  학 (15문항)

1. 행렬  








  

  
  

의 분해가 다음과 같을

때, 의 행렬식 det의 값은? [2.5점]

   











  
 














 

①   ②   ③  ④ 

2. 행렬   와 선형변환(일차변환)

 ℝ→ℝ에 대해   가 성립할

때,  를 구하면? [1.5점]
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     이 수렴할 때, lim

→∞
의

값은? [1.5점]
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4. 곡선   ln  과 직선    , 축,

축으로 둘러싸인 도형의 넓이는? [2점]

① 

 ② 


 ③ 


 ④ 

5. 함수        의 두 극값의

합은? [1.5점]

①  ②  ③  ④ 

6. 방정식    가 서로 다른 두 실근을

갖도록 하는 의 값은? [2.5점]

①   ②  ③  ④ 

7. 연속확률변수 가 구간 [ , ]에서 임의의

실수 값을 취하고, 의 확률밀도함수

  일 때, 의 평균 E  의 값은?

[2점]

① 


② 


③  ④ 
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8. 주머니에 각각  ,  , 가 적힌 공 세 개가

있다. 복원추출로 공을 개 꺼낼 때, 공에

적힌 숫자를 확률변수  라 하면

표본평균  

 
가 된다. 표본평균

의 평균 E  라고 하면, 의 값은?

[1.5점]

①  ②  ③  ④ 

9. 함수  에 대해

         이고,

   일 때,  의 값은? [1.5점]

①  ②  ③  ④ 

10. 함수          이며,     ,

     ,    일 때,

       에서 

의 값은?

[2.5점]

①  ②  ③  ④ 

11. 함수  의 임의의 점 에서 벡터

   방향으로의 방향도함수는 이고,

벡터     방향으로의 방향도함수는

일 때, 점 에서 함수  의 최대

변화율은? [2점]

①  ②  ③  ④ 
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12. 영역     ≤    ≤ 에서 함수

       의 최댓값과

최솟값의 합은? [2.5점]

①  ②  ③  ④ 

13. 평면     ,   과 곡면     ,

   로 둘러싸인 공간의 부피는?

[2점]

① 


② 


③ 


④ 


14. 이계 미분방정식 ″  ′  의 해

가     ′    ″  

를

만족할 때, 상수 의 값은? [2.5점]

① ln  ② ln  ③ ln  ④ ln 

15. 함수 가  ≥ 에서 연속인 함수일 때,

의 라플라스 변환은

  


∞

 로 정의된다.

     

   
인 함수

에 대하여, 의 값은? [2점]

①   ②   ③  ④ 
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2. 영  어 (35문항)

[16-20] Choose the best answer for the blank

in each dialogue.

16. [2 points]

A: That was an amazing dinner!

B: It sure was. Since you paid for dinner

last week, _______________________.

A: No, that’s okay. Let’s split it instead.

B: No, I insist. It’s on me.

① this is the tip of the iceberg

② let’s go dutch

③ let’s go with the flow

④ this is my treat

17. [2.5 points]

A: I’m excited to be part of the team.

B: Great! I think it’s time to put you in

charge of the new presentation.

A: But I don’t think I’m ready yet.

B: I know it’s a giant step for you, but you

have to overcome your fear and grow

into this.

A: You’re right. I’ll take this job and do my

best to _______________________.

① see the work through

② open a can of worms

③ be second rate

④ let you down

18. [2 points]

A: I would like to _______________________.

Have a seat.

B: Okay, Professor Jones.

A: I’m concerned about your level of

commitment in my course. You failed

the last exam, and you haven’t done any

of the homework.

B: I’m sorry. I promise to try harder from

now on.

① paint the town red

② make ends meet

③ toot your horn

④ have a word with you

19. [1.5 points]

A: Mr. Smith’s office. How may I help

you?

B: Oh, hello. I’m calling to discuss the

details of the upcoming conference with

Mr. Smith. Is he available?

A: I’m sorry. He’s _______________________

in a staff meeting. He’ll be busy all day

today. May I take a message?

B: No, that’s all right. I’ll just call back

tomorrow.

A: Okay, bye.

① taken a rain check

② got cold feet

③ tied up

④ brushing up on
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20. [2 points]

A: So, do we have a deal?

B: The price is still too high. I need some

time to . I’ll let you

know by tomorrow.

① think it over

② hit it off

③ pack like sardines

④ hit the floor

[21-25] Choose the best answer for the blank.

21. [2 points]

Our waste problem is a by-product of an

economy which itself is wasteful from top

to bottom―a combination of a limitless and

destructive greed at the top and a lazy,

_____, and self-indulgent consumptiveness

at the bottom―and every one of us is

involved in it.

① respectful

② objective

③ passive

④ generous

22. [2 points]

Siblings have a pressing need to amass

the knowledge they have of each other.

Each is eager to know what makes the

other tick. Each seeks to know which

buttons to press to make the other cry or

cringe. Each wants to know how to get the

other to laugh and how to win the other’s

affection and ________.

① resentment

② sanction

③ approval

④ persistence

23. [2.5 points]

Regardless of their ages, students can

rise above their problems, but they need a

reason to do so. This is where flunking, as

an effective school policy, comes in, since

fear of potential failure can certainly _____

them.

① sanitize

② motivate

③ allocate

④ demoralize

24. [2 points]

Elephants in captivity often develop great

affection for a particular keeper, but

experienced elephant trainers, who may feel

affection for their animals, nonetheless are

fully aware that they must be on their

_____ around even an affectionate one.

Otherwise, they could get hurt by the

elephant.

① heads

② knees

③ backs

④ toes

25. [2 points]

The fast food industry currently employs

some of the most _____ members of

American society. It often teaches basic job

skills―such as getting to work on time―to

those who can barely read, who have been

leading chaotic lives, or who were shut off

from the mainstream.

① felicitous

② chivalrous

③ disadvantaged

④ prominent
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[26-28] Choose the word that has the CLOSEST

meaning to the underlined word in the

following sentences.

26. [2 points]

Describing the 986-mile journey led by

the Cartheginian general Hannibal as

arduous doesn’t do it justice; it involved

marching through hundreds of miles of

hostile foreign country and getting a

massive army across the Alps into Italy.

① avid

② effortless

③ hilarious

④ demanding

27. [2 points]

In the weeks leading up to the emergence of

Amy’s agoraphobia, she experiences something

unexpected and anomalous.

① anorexic

② atypical

③ aspiring

④ anxious

28. [2 points]

Since seniors are at high risk, my youngest

daughter is worried about me getting the

virus. I would not want her to feel responsible

for my death if I were to succumb.

① suffuse

② surrogate

③ surrender

④ withstand

[29-30] Choose the word that has the OPPOSITE

meaning to the underlined word in the

following sentences.

29. [2.5 points]

Complacency would be a dangerous

evolutionary trait for a conscious animal

such as humans.

① dissatisfaction

② adaptation

③ imperfection

④ smugness

30. [2 points]

In the world today, with growing

disenchantment with politics and the belief

systems of the past, false purposes are

becoming increasingly common.

① dependency

② anxiety

③ cynicism

④ satisfaction
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[31-33] Read the following and answer the questions.

Video-game executives in the U.S. are

looking forward to the continued success of

e-sports, which involves teams competing

in video games professionally for

spectators. Last year, there was a

considerable (A)_____ in the viewership of

e-sports. Even before the pandemic, people

would pack stadiums to see games such as

“League of Legends” and “Counter-strike.”

The COVID-19 virus gave e-sports a

greater boost in popularity. With traditional

sports like football and baseball being shut

down, e-sports began to be televised for

the first time in several countries. English

Premier League football clubs and Formula

One even tried out having an audience

watch the players play video games.

Furthermore, empty stands with fake

crowds were filled with video-game

technology for some sports broadcasts. All

in all, in 2021, as the line between

traditional sports and video games becomes

unclear, companies will look to make

money on the popularity of e-sports.

31. Choose the best word for (A). [1.5 points]

① impediment

② decline

③ increase

④ reduction

32. Which one is TRUE? [2 points]

① Before COVID-19, e-sports stadiums were
empty.

② Video-game technology has not been used
in sports broadcasts yet.

③ Video-game executives see a bright future
in e-sports.

④ E-sports became less popular because of
the virus.

33. Choose the best title. [2 points]

① The Rising Popularity of E-sports
② The Controversy of Fake Crowds
③ “League of Legends” vs. “Counter-strike”
④ The Declining Sales of Video Games

[34-36] Read the following and answer the questions.

Memory is crucial to storytelling because

stories exist in time. If you were to read a

novel going back and forth between

random pages, the novel would fail to have

its intended effect. The effect derives from

the order in which you read its words:

readers must remember (A)_____ and make

connections to (B)_____.

If it were not for memory, the sentence

you are reading at the moment would not

make any sense. By the time you reached

the word sense, if you did not remember

the words prior to (C)it, you wouldn’t have

a good grasp of what sense means in this

particular sentence.

Our linear experience of time, intertwined

with our selective memory, allows us

humans, as we live, to construct ongoing

stories about who we are. That is, (D)our

memories influence our present actions, and

conversely our present actions feed our

memories.

34. Choose the best words for (A) and (B).

[1.5 points]

(A) (B)

① what they read
next

what they have
read before

② what they have
read before

what they read
next

③ what they
write next

what they have
written before

④ what they have
written before

what they
write next
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35. What does (C)it refer to? [1.5 points]

① memory ② sense ③ sentence ④ word

36. What is a good example of (D)? [2 points]

① You don’t stick your hand in the fire
twice.

② You catch two birds with one stone.
③ You don’t have your friend closer than
your enemy.

④ You count the eggs before they are
hatched.

[37-39] Read the following and answer the questions.

The difficulties that directors and film

studios have encountered during the

coronavirus pandemic are shown in the

saga of Christopher Nolan’s latest

time-altering thriller, Tenet. It was

originally scheduled to open in movie

theaters last year on July 17. However, the

release date was (A)_____ to July 31 and

then August 12. Warner Bros then allowed

the movie to be released later in August,

but only in a handful of countries. Its

premier in the U.S. was scheduled for

September in certain cities that had

loosened lockdown rules. Film executives

became worried because each of those

delays cost them money. COVID-19 has

disrupted the movie industry. Film sets

were closed for months. Promotional tours

and festivals like Cannes were canceled or

rearranged to online events. Several movie

distributors even chose to delay their huge

blockbusters to 2021.

37. Choose the best expression for (A). [2 points]

① came forward

② moved up

③ pushed back

④ kept in

38. Which one is TRUE? [2 points]

① Tenet is a romantic comedy.
② Tenet is the title of Nolan’s first movie.
③ Movie distributors never delayed movie
releases.

④ The release date of Tenet kept changing.

39. Choose the best topic. [2 points]

① the pandemic’s disruption of the film
industry

② the Cannes film festival
③ the upcoming promotional tours of Tenet
④ Christopher Nolan’s future
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[40-42] Read the following and answer the questions.

January 15, 2021 marked the 20-year

anniversary of the editable free

encyclopedia, Wikipedia. It is now the

largest and most-read form of reference

work ever. It is quite (A)astonishing to

know that it hosts 55 million articles in

hundreds of languages, each contributed by

volunteers. Wikipedia also ranks as the

13th most popular site on the Internet,

ahead of Netflix, Instagram, and Reddit,

according to Alexa Internet, a web-analysis

company. That’s quite an extraordinary

accomplishment.

Much of Wikipedia’s success comes from

the culture its users have developed. It is

clearly seen in the pages of discussion that

come attached to every article. Here, the

contributors of the site discuss with each

other the topic’s noteworthiness, the

primary sources’ quality, what contents to

include and leave out, and much more. (B)

Rules based on experience and common

sense eventually turn into clearer guidelines

to follow.

40. Which one CANNOT replace (A)? [1.5 points]

① ordinary

② staggering

③ astounding

④ striking

41. Which one can best replace (B)Rules based

on experience and common sense? [2.5 points]

① rules of encouragement

② rules of thumb

③ rules of survival

④ rules of impeachment

42. Which one is TRUE? [1.5 points]

① Wikipedia is the 13th most popular
reference work.

② Wikipedia’s success comes from its
expensive subscription.

③ Wikipedia turned two decades old in the
middle of January 2021.

④ Netflix will overtake Wikipedia in the
rankings in 2021.

[43-45] Read the following and answer the questions.

At his trial, the Greek philosopher

Socrates apologized to the jury that he

hadn’t prepared a polished argument in his

defense, and that they should forgive him if

he stumbled or hesitated in his speech.

Such an apology appears odd to us today―

surely truth matters more than style.

However, for the Athenian audience the

contrary was almost the case: it wasn’t

merely what was said that mattered, but

how it was said. The study of speaking

well was called rhetoric. The word merely

reminds us of figures of speech abounding

in poetry, or rabble-rousing talks from

politicians or preachers, but to the ancient

Greeks it meant much more. For them,

goodness and beauty, truth and eloquence,

were all complementary parts of the same

thing: truth should also (A)_____. Socrates

was notoriously ugly and eccentric and

cared little for propriety, so it’s perhaps not

unexpected that his contemporaries found

him guilty.

43. Choose the best expressions for (A).

[2 points]

① feel apologetic

② look good

③ look painful

④ sound apologetic
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44. According to the author, which is commonly

accepted nowadays? [2 points]

① Truth and style are equally important.

② Truth is more important than style.

③ Truth is less important than style.

④ Neither truth nor style is important.

45. Which one is TRUE? [2.5 points]

① The jury declared Socrates innocent.

② To Athenians, how to say something was

important.

③ Socrates apologized to the jury for

committing a crime.

④ Rhetoric is the study of seeking truth.

[46-48] Read the following and answer the questions.

At the end of 2020, many people around

the world reported feeling exhausted, bored,

lonely, and isolated due to government

lockdowns and the lack of face-to-face

interactions. The hope is for 2021 to be the

year of recovery. More people are expected

to be back on buses, trains, schools,

offices, shops, and restaurants. Those are

the most likely places where light

conversations or small talk will begin

again. Research indicates that people will

benefit from the return of small talk. In the

city of Chicago, Nicholas Epley, a

psychologist at the University of Chicago,

conducted a study in which a third of the

participants had to (A)_____ conversations

on their commutes. The other groups

simply had to remain silent or behave

normally to act as control groups. The

study found that those who were required

to initiate a conversation with a stranger

were actually happier as a result compared

to the other two groups.

46. Choose the best expression for (A). [2 points]

① stay up

② strike up

③ give up

④ pay up

47. Which one is NOT TRUE? [2.5 points]

① Making small talk leads to depression.
② There is a chance that casual
conversations will return in 2021.

③ The study involved some people talking to
people they didn’t know.

④ Government lockdowns partially contributed
to people’s negative feelings.

48. Choose the best title. [2 points]

① Silence Is Golden

② The End of 2020

③ The Benefit of Small Talk

④ How to Have Deeper Conversations
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[49-50] Read the following and answer the questions.

You’ve just hit upon something on your

Facebook page that outrages you. You’re

about to share it, but stop to ponder: Is it

actually true? It may seem that there used

to be a time when “the news” was simply

an account of current affairs, but more and

more, with the ascension of social media,

we hear sensationalist stories from shady

sources whose intention is not to inform us,

(A)_____ to fiddle with our emotions and

play on our prejudices.

In this new era of “post-truth” and

“alternative facts,” of conspiracy theories

and “fake news,” how can we tell what’s

really true? But actually, none of these is

really new. Propaganda has a long history.

(B)_____ truth can be hard to come by and

difficult to understand, there’s always been

room for unscrupulous people to create

pleasing falsehoods and dwell on convenient

and lazy thinking.

49. Choose the best words for (A) and (B).

[2 points]

(A) (B)
① and Though

② but Though

③ and Because

④ but Because

50. Which of the following is NOT what the

writer is warning against? [2 points]

① an account of current affairs
② an uninformative, sensationalist story from
a shady source

③ an alternative fact
④ a pleasing falsehood


